NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Cultures of the World® T

hird

Edition

As readers journey around the world—from Antigua and Barbuda to the
United Arab Emirates—they deepen their understanding of other cultures and
their appreciation for diversity. Beautiful full-color photographs capture the
essence of each highlighted nation, and well-researched main text combines
encyclopedic knowledge with the fun of a travel guide. Readers are introduced to
focused chapters that cover each country’s history, government, and economic
system. They also enhance their cultural education with chapters devoted to
the arts, foods, customs, and people that make these countries so special.

BEST SELLING

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• A basic breakdown of the languages spoken in a particular country,
including common words and phrases
• The most recent information available about each featured part of the
world, allowing readers to gain a global perspective on current events
• Recipes that allow readers to make delicious national dishes following
simple, step-by-step instructions
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Factual, objective text helps readers think independently and critically
about both historical and current events around the world
• Detailed maps help readers practice obtaining information
from different sources

READING LEVEL: 5
INTEREST LEVEL: 5–8

WORLD CULTURES

• Extensive lists of internet links and a thorough bibliography encourage
further research and assist readers in preparing reports or studying these
topics in even more depth

READING LEVEL: 5 / INTEREST LEVEL: 5–8
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

Antigua and Barbuda (Debbie Nevins)
Mali (Michelle Denton)
Monaco (Jill Keppeler)
Qatar (Debbie Nevins)
St. Lucia (Therese Harasymiw)
United Arab Emirates (Kate Mikoley)
GROUP 25

978‑1‑5026‑6275‑0
978‑1‑5026‑6271‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6269‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6265‑1
978‑1‑5026‑6273‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6267‑5

978‑1‑5026‑6276‑7
978‑1‑5026‑6272‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6270‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6266‑8
978‑1‑5026‑6274‑3
978‑1‑5026‑6268‑2

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

Benin (Debbie Nevins)
Botswana (Jennifer Lombardo)
Chad (Michelle Denton)
Mozambique (Debbie Nevins)
Rwanda (Rachael Morlock)
Sierra Leone (Kristen Susienka)

978‑1‑5026‑6253‑8
978‑1‑5026‑6255‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6257‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6259‑0
978‑1‑5026‑6261‑3
978‑1‑5026‑6263‑7

978‑1‑5026‑6254‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6256‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6258‑3
978‑1‑5026‑6260‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6262‑0
978‑1‑5026‑6264‑4

©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
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Z
Z
Z
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Z
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GROUP 26

966.83
968.83
967.43
967.9
967.57
966.4

Library Binding • 144 pp. • 8” x 9 1/4” • Full-Color Photographs • Bibliography • Detailed Table of Contents
Further Information Section • Glossary • Index • Maps • Recipes • Sidebars • Timelines • Websites
Each Book: $47.07
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Exploring World Cultures
Exploring World Cultures is an engaging and fun exercise in multicultural
appreciation for young readers, introducing them to countries in Europe, Africa,
Asia, and the Americas. Readers examine each place’s history, practices, and
beliefs through informative fun facts, color photographs, and unique sidebars.
Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of life in the nation, like its customs,
sports, cuisine, housing, and education, helping young readers understand the
country’s culture and lifestyle, while also allowing them to make connections to
their own experiences.

BEST SELLING

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Age-appropriate insight into the history, lifestyles, and beliefs of each
nation, encouraging an appreciation for diversity
• Color photographs that complement the narratives, creating an
educational experience that also feels like a vibrant travel guide
• Basic words and terms used in each country to introduce different languages
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Accessible, age-appropriate information helps young readers understand
different cultures and relate them to their own

READING LEVEL: 3
INTEREST LEVEL: 2–5

WORLD CULTURES

• Glossaries explore complex terms to develop vocabulary and enhance
understanding of other cultures

READING LEVEL: 3 / INTEREST LEVEL: 2–5
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

DEWEY		

Austria (Kaitlin Scirri)
Belgium (Rachael Morlock)
Bolivia (Rebecca Rohan)
Denmark (Lisa Idzikowski)
Ethiopia (Nancy DiStasio)
Taiwan (Joanne Mattern)

978‑1‑5026‑5896‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5888‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5892‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5884‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5900‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5904‑0

978‑1‑5026‑5897‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5889‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5893‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5885‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5901‑9
978‑1‑5026‑5905‑7

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
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N
N
N
N
N

943.6
949.3
984
948.9
963
951.24

Library Binding • 32 pp. • 7 1⁄8” x 8 1/2” • Full-Color Photographs • Illustrations • Fact Boxes • Further Information Section
Glossary • Index • Maps • Sidebars • Websites • About the Author Section
Each Book: $29.93
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Topics Today
Gender identity, cyberbullying, body shaming, and hate crimes—these are all
topics making headlines and being debated online today. Many of these issues
also affect the lives of young people directly. Through these informative guides to
important issues, readers examine debates surrounding key subjects and explore
ways society is reacting to each topic. They are encouraged to think independently
about the world around them. Using carefully constructed language, critical
thinking questions, engaging sidebars, annotated quotes, and historical context,
readers can fully comprehend the issues and better form their own opinions,
adding more informed, conscientious voices to important global conversations.

TOPICS TODAY

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Chapter notes that provide further reading options and emphasize
the importance of researched and cited material
• Graphs and charts that encourage readers to find facts to support
their opinions through interpreting statistics
• Lists of ways young people can get involved with each issue
and organizations they can contact to become active citizens
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Close reading and analysis of facts and figures encourages formation
of informed opinions about current events

HIGH SCHOOL

READING LEVEL: 7
INTEREST LEVEL: 7–10

• Cited and researched text allows students to understand the importance
of primary and secondary sources
• Chapter questions foster the development of critical thinking skills and
encourage discussions among those with different points of view

READING LEVEL: 7 / INTEREST LEVEL: 7–10
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

DEWEY		

Body Shaming and Body Image Issues (Sloane Gould)
Cyber Mobs, Trolls, and Online Harassment (Kate Mikoley)
The Fight Against Hate Crimes (C. R. McKay)
Gender Identity (Anika Abraham)
GROUP 1

978‑1‑5026‑6096‑1
978‑1‑5026‑6102‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6099‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6093‑0

978‑1‑5026‑6097‑8
978‑1‑5026‑6103‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6100‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6094‑7

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

Z
Z
Z
Z

305.3

Fake News, Bias, and Media Literacy (Jennifer Lombardo)
Feminism and Gender Equality (Michelle Denton)
The Immigration Crisis (Meghan Green)
Political Campaigns (Peter Kogler)
Racism and Racial Justice (Sophie Washburne)
The Social Media Revolution (Anna Collins)

978‑1‑5026‑5742‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5745‑9
978‑1‑5026‑5754‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5748‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5751‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5757‑2

978‑1‑5026‑5743‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5746‑6
978‑1‑5026‑5755‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5749‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5752‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5758‑9

©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

070.4
305.42
325.73
324.97
305.80
302.23

GROUP 2
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Each Book: $42.79
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Turning Points
The events and policies of the present day do not exist in a vacuum. They’ve been
shaped, both consciously and unconsciously, by historical events. Understanding
historical turning points such as the Holocaust, the establishment of slavery in
the New World, and the Industrial Revolution is a crucial step toward gaining a
better understanding of what’s happening in the world today. Primary sources,
annotated quotes, and engaging sidebars complement the informative main text
to give readers a more in-depth look at history, giving them the tools to think
critically and make connections to current events.

• Maps to provide visual context for the events laid out in the text
• A detailed timeline to help readers put historical events in order
• A list of both fiction and nonfiction books and age-appropriate websites
that provide a starting point for further research
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Primary sources teach readers to analyze and draw inferences from the text
• Discussion questions help readers focus on and analyze three central
ideas in each chapter

HIGH SCHOOL

READING LEVEL: 7
INTEREST LEVEL: 7–10

TURNING POINTS

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:

READING LEVEL: 7 / INTEREST LEVEL: 7–10
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

DEWEY		

Auschwitz and the Holocaust (Therese Harasymiw)
The Black Death (Therese Harasymiw)
The Creation of ISIS (Joseph Stanley)
The Industrial Revolution (Therese Harasymiw)
Slavery in the New World (Therese Harasymiw)
World War I (Kristen Rajczak Nelson)
GROUP 1

978‑1‑5026‑6081‑7
978‑1‑5026‑6078‑7
978‑1‑5026‑6075‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6090‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6087‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6084‑8

978‑1‑5026‑6082‑4
978‑1‑5026‑6079‑4
978‑1‑5026‑6076‑3
978‑1‑5026‑6091‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6088‑6
978‑1‑5026‑6085‑5

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

362.19
363.32
909.81
306.3
940.4

The American Revolution (Sophie Washburne)
The Civil War (Donna Reynolds)
The Great Depression (Simon Pierce)
The Harlem Renaissance (Meghan Green)
The Salem Witch Trials (Jennifer Lombardo)
The Trail of Tears (Jennifer Lombardo)

978‑1‑5026‑5760‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5763‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5766‑4
978‑1‑5026‑5769‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5772‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5775‑6

978‑1‑5026‑5761‑9
978‑1‑5026‑5764‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5767‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5770‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5773‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5776‑3

©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021
©2021

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

973.3
973.7
330.97
810.9
345.74
973.5

GROUP 2
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Each Book: $42.79
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!
BUILDING BLOCKS MATH

Math Matters!
Young readers gain valuable knowledge through this fun and useful set
on essential math topics. The age-appropriate and accessible narratives
introduce basic math curriculum concepts such as shapes, measuring, adding,
subtracting, counting, and the value of money. Each book presents readers with
relatable real-life examples, making these concepts easier for them to grasp.
The repetition of concepts in each book helps readers focus on the main topic
while expanding their understanding. Full-color photographs act as guides to
aid readers in connecting to these subjects, which can be challenging for early
learners to comprehend.
EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Clear language to help make information more easily understandable
for beginning readers
• Basic math concepts and examples presented through engaging text
and images
• Short sentences and basic sentence structure to encourage
the development of reading and math skills
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Repetition of main topic helps early learners fully understand and
retain what they are reading

ELEMENTARY

READING LEVEL: K
INTEREST LEVEL: K–1

• Text is closely aligned to basic kindergarten and first grade math concepts
• Carefully chosen photographs help readers practice obtaining information
from images in addition to text

READING LEVEL: K / INTEREST LEVEL: K–1
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

DEWEY		

Adding in Our World (Naomi Osborne)
Counting in Our World (Naomi Osborne)
Measuring in Our World (Naomi Osborne)
Money in Our World (Naomi Osborne)
Shapes in Our World (Naomi Osborne)
Subtracting in Our World (Naomi Osborne)

978‑1‑5026‑5647‑6
978‑1‑5026‑5651‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5655‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5659‑9
978‑1‑5026‑5663‑6
978‑1‑5026‑5667‑4

978‑1‑5026‑5648‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5652‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5656‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5660‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5664‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5668‑1

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

C
C
C
C
C
C

513.2
530.8
516.15
513.2

Library Binding • 24 pp. • 7” x 7” • Full-Color Photographs
Each Book: $24.21
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Our Colorful Community
We all live in colorful communities. Early readers are introduced to all the
different colors that surround them in their everyday lives through this vibrantly
engaging reading experience. Young explorers will learn how to identify specific
colors in various places in their communities, such as at school, the park, the
zoo, the store, at home, or on a farm. This creative approach to learning assists
in sparking beginning readers’ curiosity concerning the world around them and
fosters the development of reading and observational skills.

BUILDING BLOCKS
FIRST CONCEPTS

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Approachable language that presents relatable examples for early learners
• A close relationship between the text and images to develop reading
comprehension skills
• A colorful design that engages developing readers
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Simple language and short sentences allow early learners to build
vocabulary skills and practice independently gathering facts from
what they read
• Relatable examples allow readers to compare and contrast information
in the narratives to their own communities

ELEMENTARY

READING LEVEL: K
INTEREST LEVEL: K–1

• Readers are encouraged to use the relationship between the full-color
photographs and the text to understand the essential early learning
concept of colors

READING LEVEL: K / INTEREST LEVEL: K–1
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL
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Colors at Home (Elizabeth Morgan)
Colors at School (Naomi Osborne)
Colors at the Park (Elizabeth Morgan)
Colors at the Store (Elizabeth Morgan)
Colors at the Zoo (Elizabeth Morgan)
Colors on the Farm (Elizabeth Morgan)

978‑1‑5026‑5920‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5908‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5912‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5924‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5916‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5928‑6

978‑1‑5026‑5921‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5909‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5913‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5925‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5917‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5929‑3

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

C
C
C
C
C
C

701.85
535.6
333.78
641.3
590.73
636
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Dealing with Your Feelings
Young readers will learn useful ways of dealing with a wide range of feelings with
this helpful and relatable look at emotions. Through content relating to Social
and Emotional Learning, readers discover ways of managing emotions, such as
sadness, anger, happiness, loneliness, jealousy, and fear. They gain awareness
of how to effectively identify their feelings and deal with those feelings in a
constructive and healthy way. Simple language and relatable examples assist
in making this important subject more easily understandable for early learners.

BOOKWORMS

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Achievable language and a glossary of unfamiliar terms to help
readers build their vocabulary skills
• Examples of healthy ways to cope with different emotions,
including challenging ones, such as jealousy or anger
• Facts and examples presented in an age-appropriate tone that
engages young readers without talking down to them
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Readers are introduced to the building blocks of Social and Emotional
Learning concepts, including identifying emotions and developing
empathy for others

ELEMENTARY

READING LEVEL: 1–2
INTEREST LEVEL: K–2

• Readers are encouraged to take information from the narratives and
compare and contrast it to their own lives, applying what they’ve learned
to their own sense of self-awareness and interactions with others
• New vocabulary words are presented in simple glossaries and clearly
defined in the narratives, helping readers develop the skill of recognizing
words and what they mean

READING LEVEL: 1–2 / INTEREST LEVEL: K–2
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

Sometimes We Feel Afraid (Caitie McAneney)
Sometimes We Feel Angry (Emiliya King)
Sometimes We Feel Happy (Raymie Davis)
Sometimes We Feel Jealous (Leona Fowler)
Sometimes We Feel Lonely (Simone Braxton)
Sometimes We Feel Sad (Reggie Harper)

978‑1‑5026‑5984‑2
978‑1‑5026‑5988‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5996‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6000‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5992‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5980‑4

978‑1‑5026‑5985‑9
978‑1‑5026‑5989‑7
978‑1‑5026‑5997‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6001‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5993‑4
978‑1‑5026‑5981‑1

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
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H
H
H
H
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Library Binding • 24 pp. • 7” x 7” • Full-Color Photographs • Glossary • Index
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!

Life Around the World
Young readers take a trip around the world in this engaging guide to global
diversity. As early learners explore what life is like in different countries, they’re
encouraged to develop a deeper appreciation for other cultures and a strong
sense of curiosity about the world. Simple, informative text introduces beginning
readers to various aspects of life around the world—from homes and holidays
to work and play. Colorful photographs of different kinds of foods, schools, and
games help readers gain a deeper understanding of these topics and make this
a reading experience to remember.

BOOKWORMS

EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Text that highlights a variety of cultural characteristics to give young
readers a truly inclusive look at life around the world
• An index of important terms to help readers practice using this text feature
• A glossary of new words that are bolded in the text to build vocabulary
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Readers are encouraged to compare and contrast life in each country with
the others they read about and with their own lives
• Narratives explain how geography and environmental factors play a part in
how people live, which relates to early elementary social studies curricula

ELEMENTARY

READING LEVEL: 1–2
INTEREST LEVEL: K–2

• Designed to foster a sense of appreciation for diversity and respect for
people from other places, which are hallmarks of good citizenship

READING LEVEL: 1–2 / INTEREST LEVEL: K–2
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL

DEWEY		

What Are Holidays Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)
What Are Homes Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)
What’s Food Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)
What’s Playtime Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)
What’s School Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)
What’s Work Like Around the World? (Kathleen Connors)

978‑1‑5026‑5948‑4
978‑1‑5026‑5936‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5944‑6
978‑1‑5026‑5940‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5932‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5952‑1

978‑1‑5026‑5949‑1
978‑1‑5026‑5937‑8
978‑1‑5026‑5945‑3
978‑1‑5026‑5941‑5
978‑1‑5026‑5933‑0
978‑1‑5026‑5953‑8

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

I
I
I
I
I
I

394.26
394.1
371
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NEW SERIES
FOR FALL!
INSIDE GUIDE SCIENCE
READING LEVEL: 4–5
INTEREST LEVEL: 4–6

ELEMENTARY

The Inside Guide: Robotics
As technology becomes increasingly advanced, humanity is utilizing robots in
new and exciting ways. From making surgeries safer to exploring the depths
of the ocean, innovations in robotics are constantly changing the world and
giving humans new knowledge. Through accessible main text, full-color
photographs, and informative graphic organizers, readers learn about the latest
advancements in the field of robotics and how these innovations are driving
change in numerous areas—including what kinds of careers are available now
and will be available in the near future for people with an interest in robots.
EACH BOOK CONTAINS:
• Engaging, curriculum-based text that breaks down and explains the
latest advancements in robotic technology in a way that elementary
readers can understand
• Intriguing fact boxes that delve deeper into specific topics and provide
fun tidbits of information
• In-depth sidebars that explore related topics to broaden readers’
knowledge of this high-interest STEM subject
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
• Discussion questions facilitate collaborative conversations among
peers and enhance critical thinking skills
• Each area of STEM—science, technology, engineering, and math—is
covered to give readers a well-rounded look at how STEM curriculum
topics are at work in the world around them

READING LEVEL: 4–5 / INTEREST LEVEL: 4–6
TITLE

PRINT ISBN

eBOOK ISBN

©

GRL
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Robots in Defense (Sadie Silva)
Robots in Medicine (Ronan Rowell)
Robots in Space (Spencer Parks)
Robots in the Ocean (Menna Landon)
Robots in the Sky (Leonard Clasky)
Robots That Fight (Raymie Davis)

978‑1‑5026‑6064‑0
978‑1‑5026‑6060‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6068‑8
978‑1‑5026‑6072‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6052‑7
978‑1‑5026‑6056‑5

978‑1‑5026‑6065‑7
978‑1‑5026‑6061‑9
978‑1‑5026‑6069‑5
978‑1‑5026‑6073‑2
978‑1‑5026‑6053‑4
978‑1‑5026‑6057‑2

©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022
©2022

U
U
U
U
U
U

623
610.28
629.47
623.82
629.13
629.8
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